A computer language termed ONA* has bean devised to aid in the description of DNA sequance manipulations.
the reverse complement of a saquanca, to saarch for a rastrlction site, to form a circular permutation, and to splice ona sequence into another. It is difficult to use an editor oriented toward English language text to perform these tasks. A long series of commands is required even with a sophisticated conventional editor. We wanted to be able to accomplish each of these with a single operation and to construct an entire molecule with a single statement.
To accomplish this, we began to develop a DNA oriented editing program in which these concepts appeared more naturally. In writing this program we realized that DNA manipulations lent themselves to formal mathematical description and we devised a very compact notation to express them.
For this paper we have carefully reevaluated the notation, extended it, and prepared a formal description using the BackusNaur-Form (BNF), a meta-language designed for syntactic descriptions of language! that was originally devised to define ALGOL 60 (4,9,6).
The language we describe, which we call DNA*, differs in some ways from what was used in the file splicing program that inspired it.
A most important difference is that DNA* employs context free constructions exclusively and has been designed so that a simple parsing program can be used to decode its sentences as they are read, without backtracking. Me have also eliminated certain non-uniformities from the original notation. The language can be readily extended through the addition of functions that operate on sequences.
In the following sections we present a description of the language from the point of view of a molecular biologist user, followed by a formal description of the syntax that may be used by the computer programmer to implement or extend the language.
QH& SEQUENCE VARIABLE NAMES
In the DNA* language sequences are referred to by an assigned variable, the sequence name. The DNA sequence to which this name refers may be contained in a sequence data file, or may be a more complex structure such as sequences derived from parts of files or by joining several files. Thus a sequence name might define a sequence that includes segments from any number of primary The way in which a sequence name is assigned a value is by the assignment operator, -. To designate a sequence which is a sub-fragment of an existing sequence, we use a notation in which the coordinates of the ends of the sub-fragment are placed in parentheses following the sequence from which the sub-fragment is to be derived. For example: TETGENE = PBR322.SEQ(259>1275) or TETGENE = PBR322.SEQ<259,1275) These statements, which mean the same thing, set up a temporary variable describing a sequence whose first base corresponds to base 259 in the PBR322 sequence file and whose 1017th base corresponds to base 1275 of PBR322. This is the region of PBR322 that codes for the tetracycline resistance gene. Although the > symbol is more graphic in indicating a direction of movement of a cursor through the sequence , many users seem to prefer the comma for indicating coordinates and thus the language treats > and , as equivalent. The numbers within parentheses refer to an inclusively numbered DNA sequence interval.
Thus on the left side of the parenthesis the coordinate specifier refers to the base after the cutsite whereas the right side specifier refers to the base before the cutsite. Square brackets can be used to designate exclusive numbering.
Specifically the C designates that the coordinate is the base to the left of the cutsite and the 1 bracket indicates that the coordinate is the base to the right of the cutsite.
By the use of mixed brackets,the discriminating user can specify coordinate intervals in any way he wants.
Once a variable has been defined it can be used to define further variables. For example: TETFRAG » TETGENEI50O1000) would define a sequence running from PBR322 coordinates 75S to 1256. Whenever TETGENE or TETFRAG is encountered, the meaning is derived from the stored specification that describes them. Actually, tha DNA* language makas tha assumption that all sequences are circular (i.a. tha structural ara wrappad around by calculating sita position* with modular arithmetic so that if an oparation raads past the end it will continue at tha beginning).
In this framework a linear molecule is always constructed as a sub-saquanca of a circular one and there is no need to indicate on the sequence file whether tha file represents a molecule that is naturally circular.
Sequences can also be literally assigned by putting the definition inside quotation marks:
TAIL -"GGGGG".
To define sequence variable names which contain data from more than one file we have created the catenation operator, denoted by + , and the repeated catenation operator, denoted by *. Thes* specify the end to and joining of DNA sequences. When, as in this example, several sub-sequences of a given sequence are to be joined, the source sequence name need not be repeated. Thus we could have specified:
MRNA « GENE(21>300) (370>450) (80O1000) +200»"A"
Once a sequence is defined it can be used in further assignments. It is also possible to define other integer variables to meet specific needs, e.g., I -3862 can be defined where this number will be a frequently used coordinate.
SPECIFICATION OF COORDINATES BY SEQUENCE SEARCH
The ability to specify coordinates by means of a sequence search is a powerful feature of DNA*. The purpose of the search is to permit the definition of sub-sequence endpoints without the need to deal with numerical coordinates.
To specify searches the symbol >> (search right) and << (search left) are provided along with the iteration symbol •.
Specifically, the operation can start at a designated position and search in a specified direction for a sequence which matches the search parameter, a site.
If the nth such site is the object of the search, n# is used to indicate the operation.
These may be repeated as needed in a single expression to specify a progression of searches.
In general the search parameter resembles the sequence specification already described except the cursor is allowed to move back and forth a number of times through the sequence to find the starting and ending coordinates. By the use of a series of searches from rare sites to more frequent ones it is usually possible to make unique definitions of sub-sequences even if both end points are specified by frequent sites.
In the absence of an explicit starting location, DNA # assumes a rightward search beginning at LEND. For example FRAG = PBR322(BAM1>15OO<<SPH1) produces the same result as the expression above. In the absent* of an explicit starting location for the right coordinate search, the left coordinate is assumed as the starting point and the search proceeds in the direction of the single arrow by default. This leads to generally compact but unambiguous expressions e.g.: •
FRAG -PBR322(ECR1>PVU2).
It should be noted that when a search direction is leftward all search arguments are automatically reverse complemented so that the site is found on the 5' to 3' strand.
If this is not desired, a -should be placed before the site used in the search parameter. 
STTE VARTABLE5
Restriction site* as used in the above example actually can signify rather complex entities and this has necessitated the creation of a data type for the search argument that is more complex than the DNA sequence.
This type of data is termed the site. The site consists of a list of sequences plus 5' and 3' cutsites with the entire list being referred to with a single name.
Creation of such a variable i« accomplished by the = sign and followed by a literal enclosed between colons (:) It is sometimes useful to define a site in terms of a sequence. This may be done by the 5ITEOF function which allows a pair of cutsites to be associated with a sequence.
The function has the form SITEOF (SEQUENCENAME or a "literal", location of 1, location of '' ). Thus the example above could have been written: ASITE = SITEOF("AATAAA"+15•"X",21,21) + SITEOF("AATTAAA"+15*"X",22,22).
It is also useful to determine the existence of or to find the position of a site for some trial sequence.
For this purpose, the function POS <any search expression, any DNA sequence expression) returns the specified coordinate for the DNA sequence expressed Bases which agree are repeated between the sequence. The second program calculates all possible sites for endlabelling and recutting so as to yield fragments on a gel which are within a specified size range, resolved from often labelled fragments and labelled at a site within a specified distance from the region it is desired to sequence. 
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